
ICT Policy

1.0 Waterside Academy Mission Statement

Waterside Academy is a learning community where our students have high aspirations for
themselves and each other. We want our students to grow into well-informed, well-balanced and
confident citizens. We aim to provide a disciplined, safe environment where children learn effectively
and respect each other.

2.0   Policy links to school mission, aims and values

All of the work of Waterside Academy is intended to support the delivery of our mission statement in
full. Waterside Academy aims to educate staff, students and the wider community in the use of ICT as
an effective and efficient teaching, learning, communication and management tool throughout the
school.

The policy links with the following areas:
● Teaching and learning
● Child protection and safeguarding
● Leadership, organisation, management and staffing
● Social, moral, spiritual, Cultural (SMSC)

3.0 Statutory Framework

This policy complies with the follow legislation:
● Data Protection Act (2018)
● The General Data Protection Regulation
● Human Rights Act (1988)
● Defamation Act (1996)
● Obscene Publications Act (1954)
● Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (2000)
● Health and Safety at Work Act (1974)
● Computer Misuse Act (1990)
● Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice) Regulations (2000)
● Prevent duty (2015)

4.0 Purposes

ICT is an integral part of the way our school works, and is a critical resource for students, staff,
governors, volunteers and visitors. It supports teaching and learning, pastoral and administrative
functions of the school. However, the ICT resources and facilities our school uses also pose risks to
data protection, online safety and safeguarding.

This policy aims to:
● Support the school’s policy on data protection, online safety, safeguarding and child

protection
● Establish clear expectations for the way all members of the school community engage with

each other online
● Ensure students and staff have access to a wide range and high quality ICT resources



● Encourage students and staff to become informed and discerning users of ICT
● Maximise the use of the Internet as a learning resource and minimise the occurrence of

unacceptable behaviour when students and staff are accessing online information
● Provide clear guidelines to staff and students on what is appropriate ICT use and what isn’t

5.0 Unacceptable use

The following is considered unacceptable use of the school’s ICT facilities by any member of the
school community. Any breach of this policy may result in disciplinary or behaviour proceedings.

Unacceptable use of the school’s ICT facilities includes:

● Using the school’s ICT facilities to breach intellectual property rights or copyright
● Using the school’s ICT facilities to bully or harass someone else, or to promote unlawful

discrimination
● Breaching the school’s policies or procedures
● Any illegal conduct, or statements which are deemed to be advocating illegal activity
● Accessing, creating, storing, linking to or sending material that is pornographic, offensive,

obscene or otherwise inappropriate
● Activity which defames or disparages the school, or risks bringing the school into disrepute
● Sharing confidential information about the school, its pupils, or other members of the school

community
● Connecting any device to the school’s ICT network without approval from authorised

personnel
● Setting up any software, applications or web services on the school’s network without

approval by authorised personnel, or creating or using any program, tool or item of software
designed to interfere with the functioning of the ICT facilities, accounts or data

● Gaining, or attempting to gain, access to restricted areas of the network, or to any
password-protected information, without approval from authorised personnel

● Allowing, encouraging, or enabling others to gain (or attempt to gain) unauthorised access to
the school’s ICT facilities

● Causing intentional damage to ICT facilities
● Removing, deleting or disposing of ICT equipment, systems, programs or information without

permission by authorised personnel
● Causing a data breach by accessing, modifying, or sharing data (including personal data) to

which a user is not supposed to have access, or without authorisation
● Using inappropriate or offensive language
● Promoting a private business, unless that business is directly related to the school
● Using websites or mechanisms to bypass the school’s filtering mechanisms

This is not an exhaustive list. The school reserves the right to amend this list at any time. The Head of
School will use professional judgement to determine whether any act or behaviour not on the list
above is considered unacceptable use of the school’s ICT facilities.



6.0 Online Safety

Student online safety is of vital importance to all stakeholders of the school. We actively promote
safe internet use through:

● Teaching children about online safety in assemblies, ICT and mentoring sessions as well as
workshops

● Using monitoring software as a tracking and monitoring tool to become informed of online
security breaches

● Using a filtering and firewall system provided by RM
● Holding events for parents to learn about keeping their children safe online throughout the

year
● Working with partners such as the Metropolitan Police Safer Schools Team, Newham Local

Safeguarding Partnership, Newham Triage and Newham Prevent Team to identify where
children are at potential risk and to support individual cases where online safety may have
been breached

● Educating staff around issues of online safety risks including radicalisation and extremism,
child sexual exploitation, online grooming and cyberbullying and how to report any
disclosures and concerns

● Following child protection protocols in school for any disclosures or concerns

6.0 Implementation

6.1 Students

Students receive regular online safety lessons and their understanding is regularly and rigorously
assessed. Online safety is revisited during the course of the academic year to ensure that all students
are fully informed of the dangers that online activity can present. All pupils’ receive, and sign, a copy
of the ‘ICT and Safe Computer User Agreement’. If any breach of these rules is detected, the
following sanctions may be enforced:

● A temporary or permanent ban on Internet and/or computer use
● Additional disciplinary action in line with school behaviour policies
● Parents and other external agencies, where relevant, may be contacted

6.1.1 Internet Use

The Internet may only be used for legal activity consistent with the aims, objectives and rules of the
school. All users will be made aware of the conditions of use. Parents, guardians and carers will have
been made aware of the conditions of use. In particular, teachers will make sure that all users are
made aware of the following rules.

6.1.2 Conditions of Internet use:

● Use of Internet and email facilities is intended for business and educational purposes only.
Such communication should be honest, legal, decent and true

● Users are responsible for good behaviour on the Internet. Users are responsible for
behaviour and communications over the network. It is expected that all users will comply
with established school standards

● Internet facilities are provided for research and communications. Parental permission is
required for any student to be able to access the school’s Internet system

● Access requires continued demonstration of a responsible attitude and behaviour



● Users will be guided in their Internet use towards appropriate materials
● Access should only be made via the authorised account and password; individual accounts

should not be made available to any other person
● Any expression of a personal view about the school, an individual or another business in an

Internet communication must be conducted in a professional manner
● All users should show consideration for other users both locally and with whom they may

come into contact on the Internet

6.2 Staff

Staff who abuse the privilege of school facilitated access to electronic media or services face being
subjected to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. Staff contravening
the rules risk having their ICT privileges removed for themselves, and possibly other employees.
Disciplinary action may be taken where an employee’s actions warrant it. The rules of staff usage of
ICT are set out in the appendices of this document.

6.2.1 Use of phones and email

● The school provides each member of staff with an email address. All work-related business
should be conducted using the email address the school has provided.

● Staff must take care with the content of all email messages, as incorrect or improper
statements can give rise to claims for discrimination, harassment, defamation, breach of
confidentiality or breach of contract.

● Email messages are required to be disclosed in legal proceedings or in response to requests
from individuals under the Data Protection Act 2018 in the same way as paper documents.
Deletion from a user’s inbox does not mean that an email cannot be recovered for the
purposes of disclosure. All email messages should be treated as potentially retrievable.

● Staff must take extra care when sending sensitive or confidential information by email. Any
attachments containing sensitive or confidential information should be encrypted so that the
information is only accessible by the intended recipient.

● If staff receive an email in error, the sender should be informed and the email deleted. If the
email contains sensitive or confidential information, the user must not make use of that
information or disclose that information.

● If staff send an email in error which contains the personal information of another person,
they must inform Mamunur Chowdhury immediately and follow our data breach procedure.

● Staff must not give their personal phone numbers to parents or pupils.

6.2.2 Guidelines on Email Usage for Staff

● Do not attach unnecessary files - by sending large attachments you can bring down the
e-mail system. Wherever possible try to compress attachments and only send attachments
when they are necessary. If attachments are sent internally, i.e. to other members of staff in
the school, then it is strongly advised to save a copy in the shared area and point colleagues
to this location in the email.

● Do not write in CAPITALS - IF YOU WRITE IN CAPITALS IT SEEMS AS IF YOU ARE SHOUTING.
Therefore, try not to send any email text in capitals.



● Don't leave out the message thread - when you reply to an email, you must include the
original mail in your reply, in other words click 'Reply', instead of 'New Mail'. A 'thread-less’
email does not always provide enough information and others may have to spend a long
time trying to find out the context of the email in order to deal with it.

● Read the email before you send it - it is important to read an email before it is sent out, this
will avoid many spelling and grammar mistakes contained in emails. Apart from this, reading
your email through the eyes of the recipient will help you send a more effective message and
avoid misunderstandings and inappropriate comments.

● A comprehensive list of best practice is published in the staff handbook.

6.2.3 Personal use

Staff are permitted to occasionally use school ICT facilities for personal use subject to certain
conditions set out below. Personal use of ICT facilities must not be overused or abused. The Head of
School may withdraw permission for it at any time or restrict access at their discretion.

Personal use is permitted provided that such use:

● Does not take place during contact time
● Does not constitute ‘unacceptable use’, as defined in section 5.0
● Takes place when no pupils are present
● Interfere with the school’s operation of computing facilities or email services
● Interfere with the user’s employment or other obligations to the school
● Interfere with the performance of professional duties
● Overburden the system or create any additional expense to the school
● Undermine the good order and/or reputation of the school

Personal use must not be for:

● Unlawful activities
● Commercial purposes not under the auspices of the school
● Personal financial gain
● Personal use inconsistent with other school policies or guidelines
● Activities which undermine the good order of the school

Staff may not use the school’s ICT facilities to store personal non-work-related information or
materials (such as music, videos, or photos).

Staff should be aware that use of the school’s ICT facilities for personal use may put personal
communications within the scope of the school’s ICT monitoring activities (see section 5.5). Where
breaches of this policy are found, disciplinary action may be taken.

Staff should be aware that personal use of ICT (even when not using school ICT facilities) can impact
on their employment by, for instance putting personal details in the public domain, where students
and parents could see them.

Staff should take care to follow the school’s guidelines on social media and use of email to protect
themselves online and avoid compromising their professional integrity.



All personal use should be done in a manner that does not negatively affect the use of the school’s
systems for business purposes. Employees are expected to demonstrate a sense of responsibility and
not abuse this privilege.

6.2.4 Personal social media accounts

The Internet provides a number of social networking opportunities that Waterside Academy staff and
students may wish to use, including Facebook, Twitter, and other personal websites, blogs and social
media accounts. However, when someone clearly identifies their association with Waterside
Academy and/or discusses their work, they are expected to behave appropriately when on the
Internet, and in ways that are consistent with the school’s values and policies. The school’s
reputation for impartiality and objectivity is crucial. The public must be able to trust the integrity of
Waterside Academy . Our audiences need to be confident that the outside activities of staff do not
undermine the school’s impartiality or reputation. The intention of this note is not to stop Waterside
Academy staff and students from conducting legitimate activities on the Internet and social
networking sites, but serves to flag-up those areas where conflicts may arise.

Staff and students who identify themselves as part of Waterside Academy must:
● Not engage in activities on the Internet which might bring the school into disrepute or

compromise child safety
● Act in a transparent manner when altering online sources of information
● Not use the Internet in any way to attack or abuse students, colleagues, teachers or tutors
● Not post derogatory or offensive comments on the Internet

All Waterside Academy staff and students should be mindful of the information they disclose on
social networking sites. Through the open nature of such sites it is possible for third parties to collate
vast amounts of information. Where staff and students associate themselves with the school
(through providing work details or joining an education network) they should act in a manner which
does not bring Waterside Academy into disrepute.

When a staff member is contacted by the press about posts on their social networking site that
relates them to Waterside Academy , the Head of school must be consulted. If a student is contacted
by the press about posts on their social networking site that relates them to Waterside Academy ,
they should inform their Head of Learning who will then contact the Head of school.

6.2.5 Consideration towards other staff and students

Social networking sites allow photographs, videos and comments to be shared with thousands of
other users. However, it may not be appropriate to share work-related information in this way. For
example, there may be an expectation that photographs taken at a private Waterside Academy event
will not appear publicly on the Internet, both from those present and perhaps those not at the event.
Staff and students should be considerate to their colleagues and should not post information when
they have been asked not to. They should also remove information about a colleague/peer if that
colleague/peer asks them to do so. Under no circumstances should offensive comments be made
about Waterside Academy colleagues on the Internet. This may amount to cyber-bullying and could
be deemed a disciplinary offence.



6.2.6 Blogging and tweeting

When staff use their personal blogs to discuss their work at Waterside Academy they must ensure
that confidential information is not revealed. This might include aspects of Waterside Academy policy
or details of internal Waterside Academy discussions. If in doubt about what might be confidential,
staff members should consult their line manager.

Managers in each area will decide what is appropriate. They should not adopt an unnecessarily
restrictive approach. Managers should ensure that any special instructions on blogging are
reasonable and explained clearly to staff. Managers should bear in mind concerns about impartiality,
confidentiality, conflicts of interest or commercial sensitivity. In some cases individuals may be
dealing with matters which are so sensitive that rules may have to be set on what they can and
cannot talk about on their personal blog. Those involved in editorial or production areas must take
particular care to ensure that they do not undermine the integrity or impartiality of Waterside
Academy on their blogs.

If a blog makes it clear that the author works for the Waterside Academy , it should include a simple
and visible disclaimer such as “these are my personal views and not those of Waterside Academy ”.
Staff members who already have a personal blog or website which indicates in any way that they
work at Waterside Academy should discuss any potential conflicts of interest with their line manager.
Staff members who want to start blogging, and wish to say that they work for the school, should
discuss any potential conflicts of interest with their line manager who should then inform the Head
of school.

Staff members are free to talk about Waterside Academy on their blogs, unless there are specific
concerns about the nature of their role. If in doubt, staff members should consult their line manager.
Personal blogs and websites blogs, or websites which are purely about personal matters and do not
identify the blogger as a Waterside Academy employee, or do not discuss the school, will normally
fall outside this guidance.

However, personal blogs and websites should not be used to attack or abuse colleagues. Staff
members should respect the privacy and the feelings of others. Remember also that if you break the
law on a blog (for example by posting something defamatory), you will be personally responsible. If a
staff member thinks something on their blog or website gives rise to concerns about a conflict of
interest, and in particular concerns about impartiality or confidentiality, this must be discussed with
their line manager. If a staff member is offered payment to produce a blog for a third party this could
constitute a conflict of interest and must be discussed with their line manager. When a staff member
is contacted by the press about posts on their blog that relate to the school, the Head of School must
be consulted.

6.2.7 Hybrid sites

It should always be clear to users whether the site they are interacting with is a Waterside Academy
page run by the school for Waterside Academy purposes, or whether this is a personal page run by
an individual for their own private purposes. We should avoid creating or endorsing “hybrid” sites
which contain elements of both, as this is likely to cause confusion, editorial problems and brand
damage. For example, a staff member’s personal profile should not have a URL which contains a



Waterside Academy brand. If a department or an individual member of staff would like to set up
their own blog they should speak with their line manager in the first instance.

Should a department wish to set up a Twitter feed or Facebook page for learning purposes this
should be discussed with the Headteacher in the first instance. Acceptable uses of the page are to
share links to further reading, share balanced and differing opinions on relevant topics, to ask
thought – provoking questions and to provide bulletin information for events such as trips. A named
person, who is competent with using social media should be responsible for posting on behalf of the
department but all activity should be monitored by the Head of Faculty and the Head of Department.
All passwords should be shared with the Head of Faculty and Head of Department.

All content should be representative of the school’s values and posters should be mindful of links to
content that may be unreliable or from contentious sources. The account should be locked down so
that the responses to content can be screened and approved before posting. It should be treated as
an output channel from the outset. All posts from the accounts should contain accurate spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

Before asking students to follow the page or account, the member of staff should spend time
teaching students how to use social media safely and how to protect themselves. Students should be
made aware they can follow the account or join the page but they will not be followed back by the
school or member of staff account. Both staff and students should be aware of the need to maintain
the same professional boundaries online that exist in school. A member of staff leaving the school
will no longer be permitted to post content on social media using the department page or as a
representative of Waterside Academy .

6.3 Remote Access

We allow staff to access the school’s ICT facilities and materials remotely. Staff accessing the school’s
ICT facilities and materials remotely must abide by the same rules as those accessing the facilities
and materials on-site. Staff must be particularly vigilant if they use the school’s ICT facilities outside
the school and take such precautions as the Head of School may require from time to time against
importing viruses or compromising system security.

Our ICT facilities contain information which is confidential and/or subject to data protection
legislation. Such information must be treated with extreme care and in accordance with our data
protection policy.

Access to the Internet from an employee’s home using a school owned computer or through school
owned connections must adhere to all the policies that apply to use within the school. Family
members or other non-employees must not be allowed to access the school’s computer system or
use the school’s computer facilities without the formal agreement of the Headteacher.

6.4 Parents

All parents are provided with guidance on ICT safety on their child’s induction day. Other parental
forums that provide information on how to keep children safe, maybe provided throughout the year.
All parents sign a copy of the code of practice for Internet use.



7.0 The school website

The website will be used and developed as a learning resource, information provider and research
tool for students, staff, parents, governors and the community. The site will be regularly updated to
provide current information. Relevant teachers will moderate students –originated material.

8.0 Monitoring of school network and use of ICT facilities

The school reserves the right to monitor the use of its ICT facilities and network. This includes, but is
not limited to, monitoring of:

● Internet sites visited
● Bandwidth usage
● Email accounts
● Telephone calls
● User activity/access logs
● Any other electronic communications

Only authorised ICT staff may inspect, monitor, intercept, assess, record and disclose the above, to
the extent permitted by law.

The school monitors ICT use in order to:

● Obtain information related to school business
● Investigate compliance with school policies, procedures and standards
● Ensure effective school and ICT operation
● Conduct training or quality control exercises
● Prevent or detect crime
● Comply with a subject access request, Freedom of Information Act request, or any other

legal obligation

9.0 Data security

The school takes steps to protect the security of its computing resources, data and user accounts.
However, the school cannot guarantee security. Staff, students, parents and others who use the
school’s ICT facilities should use safe computing practices at all times.

9.1 Passwords

All users of the school’s ICT facilities should set strong passwords for their accounts and keep these
passwords secure.

Users are responsible for the security of their passwords and accounts, and for setting permissions
for accounts and files they control.

Members of staff or pupils who disclose account or password information may face disciplinary
action. Parents or volunteers who disclose account or password information may have their access
rights revoked.



9.2 Data protection

All personal data must be processed and stored in line with data protection regulations and the
school’s data protection policy.

10.0 Links with other policy areas

This policy links with the following school policies:

● Child Protection, Safeguarding and Early Help Policy
● Teaching and Learning Policy
● Communication Policy
● Anti-Bullying Policy
● Behaviour Policy
● Code of Conduct for staff

11.0 Communication

This information, or an abridged version, can be located in the guidance published in:

● The staff handbook and in the relevant sections of the school’s website
● Parents’/carers’ information booklet
● In the policy on email use as shown in Appendix 3

12.0 Links with external partners/agencies where relevant

This policy relates to our work with RM, to provide effective ICT provision in the support and delivery
of teaching and learning.

13.0 Policy documentation control
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